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Abstr^-ct

The task of providing eq'Jiprrerit for ca.rr.virf" out irradiation
programmes has many restraints, restrictions arid difficulties. The
paper presents some of these. It. is suggested that they can be
reduced to a minimum by the type of org-ar.isatior. referred to in
ar-other paper

PROBLEMS INVOLVED IM THE PROCUREMENT OF IN-PILE ASSEMBLIES FOR
NUCLEAR RESEARCH

Introduction
1. The Project Engineer is responsible for design, development, manufacture,
testing and commissioning of in-pile assemblies for use by scientists in
their irradiation programmes. Such a task is surrounded by many restraints,
restrictions, and difficulties. This note surveys the problems involved.

These fall under three headings:
(a) Problems'related to engineering design in its broadest sense,
(b) Problems arising because of the scientific research element of the

work.
(c) Problems arising from the nuclear environment.

This note will only cover (b) and (c) above, the principal difficulties
involved being as follows.
2« Time Schedule

A limited time for completion is a problem in all design work, but is
intensified by

(a) the research being closely tied up with target dates for infor-
mation in support of large, expensive, national power programmes,

(b) the rapid advance in modern research and' development requiring
'up to the minute' information,

(c) the desire of the scientific teams to lead the field.
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3. Cost
The unusual nature of the work makes many traditional methods of cost

control difficult to employ. By conventional engineering standards costs
are high owing to

(a) the need to produce rigs and components, singly,
(b) the tendency to continually mooify and generally up-rate rigs,
(c) the amount of development wê Sc normally associated with a

programme,
(d) the high standard required in the completed equipment,
(e) the quality of labour required for the manufacturing/assembly

processes.
4. Standards of Manufacture

Owing to the high standard of workmanship required in the manufacture
of in-pile equipment difficulties can arise in finding acceptable contrac-
tors. Once established however, such an organization has been found to be
virtually free of labour relations problems, possibly because of the intel-
ligence of the craftsmen employed, the .job satisfaction created, and the
high standard of the working environment.

5. Reactor Economics
Research reactors must be run as economically as possible and so maxi-

mum loading must be maintained. As a result the Project Engineer finds
himself dealing with the often conflicting problems of flux, neutron
spectrum, garama heating, irradiation-hole size, reactor-cycle duration,
pressure of other users for the saine position, reactor power changes,
operational stability, neutron absorption, irradiation charges and finance
generally.

6* Changes In User Requirements

By its nature, scientific research in any field is in a continuous
state of change. Where long-term design and development is involved it is
unusual to be able to complete a project vath the same aims and require-
ments as when it started»

Changes in user requirements during a project's evolution are costly
and time-consuming. The Project Engineer will often build in flexibility
where he can, but this often invitej; changes. The desire of the Project
Engineer to have the specification 'frozen' as early as possible conflicts
with the scientist's understandable need to keep all his options open to
the latest possible stage,

7. Reactor Environment

Nuclear research is largely a study of a hostile environment and its
effect on materials. Unfortunately these self-same materials have often
to be used in carrying out the research. The effects of neutron damage,
temperature gradients, high temperatures, in compatibility, lack of access
to the equipment, limited space, limited choice of materials, radioactivity,
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and the production of toxic materials are all problems with which the
Project Engineer has to deal. Despite these difficulties he is expected
to provide laboratory conditions for tho user's samples,, with no hazard to
personnel or the reactor*
8» Provision and Use of NuclcarJData for Design Purposes

The basic measurements needed to overcome some of the problems noted
earlier must be obtained from the reactor. Earlier rigs can sometimes
provide some of this, but at is necessary to carrv out careful flux and
gamma-heating measurements in specialized rigs, to provide reliable design
data. The rig containing the users specimens is sometimes, hov.-ever, the
only means of finally assessing the conditions in the irradiation position
at any time, and a conflict frequently exists between the scientist's
experimental requirements and the need of the engineer to assess the
performance of his design. For example an engineer may prefer the first
rig of a series to be used as a test of performance and temperature distri-
bution. The user however normally wants his results immediately. This
conflict has been largely overcome by the accurate and flexible simulations
which can now be made by means of analogue techniques or computer programs.
Their accuracy however still depends on the accuracy of the input data
coming from the calorimetry and flux-scan rigs referred to above.
9. Engineering Design Problems^

The design problems peculiar to nuclear experiments arise out of the
small space available, the choice of materials, the need to keep
neutron absorption to a minimum and the twin problems of high (or low)
temperature and heat removal (or insulation). Specialist rigs such as
creep rigs also involve accurate measurement of dimensional changes.
Neutron damage and swelling can reduce th^ life of an experiment and
reduce its reliability, and complexity j s often the price to be paid for
a rig with reloadable samples. Extensive and expensive heater development
programmes are operated to keep up with the quest for higher temperatures,
and a similar situation exists relative to thermocouples.

Planned and far-seeing development is the key to many of these
problems, but all too often the user is not prepared to pay for long-term
development which may have uncertain results.

The whole subject of equipment design must revolve around the safety
aspect. Here the areas of administrative control and calculation and
measurement come together. Many administrative controls exist solely to
ensure that all the safety aspects have been considered, that the equipment
can only operate in a safe manner, and that any failure modes will also be
safe. Nevertheless proof of the safety of a rig or loop is required before
its irradiation, and adequate testing must be imposed on the above controls,
11. Summary

A Project Engineer engaged in the provision of nuclear research equip-
ment is a specialist involved in solving the problems outlined earlier in
addition to the everyday general engineering difficulties. The problems
divide into the Administrative category (pressures of time, cost, labour,
economics, etc.) in which he is helped by his organisation and management,
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and the Technical category (measurement, hostile environment, development,
etc.) in which he uses scientific and technological skills. The above
categories combine in a third area - Safety, In addition a considerable
knowledge is required of disciplines outside the engineer's immediate
field, for example instrument technology, materials science, chemistry,
and nuclear physics, and he must keep in close touch with the expanding
areas of knowledge in which his user/customer is working.
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